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Network Basics



Who Are The Attackers?

Hackers: do it for fun or to mess up an organization
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_Research_Agency

Criminals: do it for monetary gain

Malicious insiders: ignore perimeter defenses, dangerous

Industrial espionage: why the internet is nearly free
https://www.natlawreview.com/article/series-types-industrial-espionage

Media: looking for a scoop, hide behind “right to know”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/News_International_phone_hacking_scandal

Organized crime: bank thefts in different countries

Police: may take more risk than others
https://www.secretservice.gov/investigation/cyber

Terrorists: cause harm rather than seek information

National and international intelligence agencies:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_intelligence_agencies

Infowarriors: the new battleground? SCADA?
https://www.dpstele.com/blog/major-scada-hacks.php



Network Basics

OSI model (1984) - seven layers:

1. physical: defines electrical and physical specifications
for devices
https://www.infoblox.com/glossary/layer-1-of-the-osi-model-physical-layer/

2. data link: organizes physical layer’s bits into frames

3. network: computes internet paths; creates and forwards
packets from source to destination

4. transport: establishes reliable communication stream

5. session: handles requests & responses between apps
e.g. applications that use remote procedure calls

6. presentation: encodes application data into a system
independent format: relieves end-user worry
e.g. conversion from EBCDIC to ASCII

7. application: user applications e.g. firefox



Network Basics

TCP/IP model (DoD adoption in 1982) - five layers:

1. physical: unstructured stream of bits across a link:
host-host comms
https://afteracademy.com/blog/what-is-the-tcp-ip-model-and-how-it-works

2. data link: organizes physical layer’s bits into frames

3. Internet Protocol (IP): computes internet paths and
forwards packets from source to destination

4. Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and
User Datagram Protocol (UDP):

TCP establishes reliable communication
UDP provides a datagram service

5. application: user applications



Network Basics

Why Layers?

New protocols for safely, reliably, confidentially
communcating information can be facilitated without
fundamentally changing the transport or physical nature
of the internet.

The idea is to send data in packets with a header
containing subsections each with some level information.

https://www.comptia.org/content/guides/what-is-a-network-protocol#communication



Network Basics

Examples:

Link Layer: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Link_layer

SLIP: for sending data across serial lines
No error correction, authentication, negotiation.

CSLIP: compressed version of above.

PPP: communication between two routers, provides
authentication, encryption, compression

Ethernet: encapsulates data frames for transmission
Specifies how collisions are handled.
Hardware addresses are placed in a 14 byte header
for local transmission (src, dest, protocol).



Network Basics

Examples:

IP Layer: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_Protocol

ARP: for resolving a MAC address from an IP address
Luckily, unnecessary in IPv6.

RARP: determines IP address from a MAC address
Used by a client to get its IP address from a computer
network.

IP: provides the mechanism to use software to address
and manage data packets being sent to computers.
Includes IP source and destination addresses.
Does not guarantee that packets reach their destination
nor that packets arrive in the proper order

ICMP: provides routing management and error reporting.
Use to report that a destination host is not reachable.



Network Basics

Examples:

TCP Layer: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transport_layer

TCP: guarantees reception and proper ordering of packets
Includes port information.
May ask for retransmission of packet(s).

UDP: for simple transmission of data.
Does not get an acknowledgment. Packet may be lost.
Much faster than TCP. Use: frequent non-critical updates.

IGMP: supports multicasting.
Several devices share same IP address

PPTP: point-to-point tunneling.

WTP: brings Internet access to mobile phones.

XTP: replacement for TCP.
https://www.cs.virginia.edu/~acw/netx/xtp_middle.html



Network Basics

Examples:

Application Layer: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Application_layer

HTTP: transmission of web pages

FTP: file transfer protocol

NFS: network file system

SMTP: mail transfer protocol

TELNET: opens a session on a remote machine

NTP: time synchronization protocol

BGP: exchange routing and reachability information
between autonomous systems

DNS: associate information with domain name
Especially, translates domain names to IP addresses



An HTTP Get request packet



The Data Link Portion of the Header



The IP Portion of the Header



The TCP Portion of the Header



Network Topography

Bridge:
Interconnects multiple devices enabling direct communication on a
common network

Router:
Routes data packets between two networks

Firewall:
A means to protect an internal network from networks on the outside.
Also used to limit the access of individuals on the internal network
to prescribed services and keeping track of what the firewall is doing

Server:
A device installed on the network that provides resources to users with
access on that network

Gateway:
A router in a computer network that is a “key stopping point for data”
on its way to or from other networks. A gateway can translate information
between different network data formats or network architectures

Endpoint:
A node on a computer network that’s regularly connecting a user
to the network or to the internet



Network Topography

• In a switched network, everyone connected to the same switch
(a bridge) can identify everyone else connected to it, but only the two
endpoints of a conversation may observe the content of that traffic.

• The switch will negotiate with each device physically connected
to the switch to determine what host addresses are accessible
on the connected port, and the switch will retain a record of these.
This enables multiple switches to maintain internal pictures of the
network, when interconnected.

A “primary” corporate network:
A1 can talk to A3 without A2 or A4 seeing content



Network Topography

• In a switched network, everyone connected to the same switch
(a bridge) can identify everyone else connected to it, but only the two
endpoints of a conversation may observe the content of that traffic.

• The switch will negotiate with each device physically connected
to the switch to determine what host addresses are accessible
on the connected port, and the switch will retain a record of these.
This enables multiple switches to maintain internal pictures of the
network, when interconnected.

A remote “secondary” corporate network:
B2 can talk to B1 directly



Network Topography

Join the two previous networks via a router

• the router can observe all traffic from any host in one network
communicating with any host in another network

• the router is an architectural “choke point” and partitioning tool
• the router is an architectural “visibility enforcement” tool
• modern routers typically employ firewalls in the same box

Two partitioned networks but with functionality to route
certain traffic between the two networks



Network Topography

The DMZ: a partition in which to host systems and public-facing servers

• within the DMZ systems have tightly-controlled access to the rest
of the corporate network.

• access to the Internet may or may not be as tightly controlled as it
is for the corporate network.

• if an attacker intrudes upon the DMZ, they only have access to other
DMZ-based servers, but not necessarily private corporate systems

• targeted monitoring and instrumentation around the perimeter of the
DMZ may assist in detecting and responding to adversary activity
within the DMZ as they attempt to scan this environment, with minimal
exposure to the actual sensitive resources.



Network Topography

Through selective partitioning it is possible to:

• divide your systems into isolated enclaves, which may ease
maintenance of the corporate network.

• provide extra layers of protection to reduce risks due to
compromises of specific systems

• force network traffic to follow a specific and defined path, by
policy, when it involves communication between two networks
and/or devices

• temporarily contain intrusions, providing ample time to respond



Firewalls

Why?

Secure a network from other, insecure networks

Usually the first line of defense against attacks

Most applications have weak security features

Nature of protection

Damage limited to a few machines: network segmentation

Confidentiality: hard for attacker to see network topology

Corruption of data: hard for attacker to access network

Denial of service: rules to deny protocols, ports, addresses



Firewalls

Where does it go?



Firewalls

Where does it go?

This arrangement allows creating a controlled partition in which servers
may be deployed strictly to provide services to the Internet while protecting
the secure private network from Internet attacks.



Firewalls

Where does it go?

This arrangement protects an internal project team or storage network
from exposure. The firewall protecting D1 could be configured to only allow
communication with A1.



Firewalls
How does it protect?

Network (NAT) and Port (PAT) Address Translation
each machine gets a local address 198.162.1.xxx
outside world communicates to machine through a port
using the same IP address

Examines every packet
if packet passes certain criteria it passes to recipient
otherwise it is blocked, and incident may be logged

Logs traffic
analysis of logs may lead to denied IP addresses etc.

Examples of filtering rules:
source and/or destination address and port numbers
type of traffic (say by protocol - maybe disallow ntp)
packet attribute or state



Firewalls
How can it filter?

Depends on the layer at which the firewall operates

Layer 3: Packet Filtering Firewall
Can determine whether packet is from trusted source
Knows destination address and port number
Cannot be concerned with data that packet contains or
the contents of other associated packets

Layer 4: Circuit Level Gateway
Can monitor TCP handshaking protocol for legitimacy
Can hide protected network details from the outside

Layer 5: Application Level Gateway (Proxy)
Can check application level commands & packet contents
Can log user logins and activity



Packet Filter Firewall (IP Layer)
Good:

Cheap
Transparent to end users: apps do not have to be reworked
Can filter services built around firewall-supported protocols

Bad:
Administrator must be familiar with network protocols
No authentication
Does not conceal protected network’s architecture
Packet from compromised computer deemed secure
can get through
Does not protect against weaknesses in unfiltered services
Logs would generate lots of events that would be too
difficult for a human to use effectively.



Circuit Level Gateway (TCP Layer)
Good:

Conceals network topology from outsiders. Outsiders see
same IP address for everyone - just port numbers differ.
Non-requested data coming from outside the firewall is
not allowed into the protected network

Bad:
Does not filter individual packets
Unless combined with another form of filtering, any type of
data requested from inside the firewall is allowed though



Application Level Gateway (Proxies)
Good:
No direct communication between inside, outside computers
all incoming and outgoing packets are filtered through proxy
Can filter on content, e.g. http::get or taboo subject matter
Can log activity effectively
Security rules are easy to define - defer analysis to apps
User authentication is implemented

Internal architecture of the network may be concealed
via network address translation
Example: Kerberos session key distribution

Bad:
Not transparent to end users: must configure client computers
System administration is much harder



Firewalls
General problems:

convenience is sacrificed
firewall can be a traffic bottleneck
security is concentrated in one spot



Firewalls

Attacks that can be averted: Arp Poisoning

Need to resolve a MAC address against an IP addr
Broadcast “Who has 10.63.1.1 Tell 10.63.1.91”

Router

SwitchSwitch Switch

. . . . . .
Behind
the Router

Ahead of the Router

. . . . . . . . .

Users / Attackers / Victims



Firewalls

Attacks that can be averted: Arp Poisoning

Need to resolve a MAC address against an IP addr
Broadcast “Who has 10.63.1.1 Tell 10.63.1.91”

Router/Firewall Static ARP Cache

. . . . . .
Behind
the Router

Ahead of the Router/Firewall

Users / Attackers / Victims

Administrator may need to clear the cache - example is here:
https://supportforums.cisco.com/discussion/11810836/why-you-should-and-should-not-clear-arp-cache



Firewalls

Attacks that can be averted: Syn Flood

Each TCP/IP layer imposes limits regarding the number
of TCP connections waiting for a port (usually small) and
therefore service. Normal handshake for entry is as follows:

1. A SYN - B

2. A � SYN/ACK B

3. A ACK - B

If no ACK is received in 75 sec the request is cancelled.
If SYN/ACK goes to wrong machine, RST is sent instead.
Bad guy uses bogus address, never responds to SYN/ACK.
The result is denial of service.
Fix: do not accept SYNs from the internet



Firewalls

Attacks that can be averted: IP spoofing

Bad guy uses IP address of trusted GG-X to send packets
to GG-Y. But ACK packets are sent to GG-X. At the
same time bad guy SYN floods GG-X so it can’t send RST.

Bad Guy . . . Firewall . . .

GG-X GG-YGG-X is trusted by GG-Y
no password needed by sysadmin
to login to GG-X or GG-Y from GG-X

Use Virtual Private Network protocol such as IPSec:
data and header are encrypted and signed and source
address can be authenticated.



Firewalls

Attacks that can be averted: Source Routing

Strict source routing: option to force a return path
Loose source routing: option forces a node in return path

Good Guy

Bad Guy

� . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Firewall

Access
List

Bad guy spoofs address of good guy
But packets will go to good guy and may miss the bad guy
So bad guy enables loose source routing

-�

?

http://www.networksorcery.com/enp/protocol/ip.htm



Firewalls

Attacks that can be averted: ICMP Redirect

Tells router to override something in its routing table
Router tells host there is a better route or this one is wrong

Bad Guy Router

Router
Table

Bad guy acts as host, sends ICMP redirect to router
and puts its address into one or more paths.
May be used for DoS (route to nowhere)

-

http://www.networksorcery.com/enp/protocol/icmp.htm



Firewalls

Attacks that can be averted: Others

Ping Flood: (ICMP) disruption of bandwidth

IP Fragmentation: IP packets can be 65536 bytes
but frames are 1500 bytes max. Since TCP info only
in header, can manipulate flags field to “More
Fragments” and fragment offset field to
force an overrun

Server Hijacking: Broadcast music to dorms from victim

Bugs in Applications: Block traffic to unnecessary servers

Bugs in the OS: More serious - care must be used to
select one that performs and is relatively safe


